
How he has become canonical 
with nearly 7,5 Million copies sold in France. 

He is the 3rd bestselling French author in 2021!
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F r a n c k  S h a r k o

I. THE NOVELS

L u c i e  H e n e b e l l e

F r a n c k  S h a r k o &  L u c i e  H e n e b e l l e

S t a n d  a l o n e

Available in hardback, paperback, book club, digital, audio, comic books and special editions

New title
in May 
2022



II. UNMISSABLE LAUNCHES
1. Publicity

throughout the 
years

2009
20112010

2012

2012

2013

2014

2015



II. UNMISSABLE LAUNCHES
1. Publicity

throughout the 
years 2017

Over 1.000 
billboards 
and 2.200 
buses all 

over France!

2018

Over 400 
billboards and 
3.600 buses all 
over France!

2019

Three different poster 
campaigns: over 3.800 

buses all over France in 
May, over 570 billboards 
in train stations and over 

1.500 buses in July!

2016

Over 1.000 
billboards and 
2.200 buses all 
over France in 

June!

2020

Publicity for the new 
novel, Il était deux fois, 
and the publication of 

the mass-market 
paperback of Luca



II. UNMISSABLE LAUNCHES
2. Teasing on 
social media

o February, 11th

Teasing - cover

o March, 27th

Publication of 
the first 
chapter

BOOKTRAILER

CLICK TO WATCH

https://youtu.be/KtdqaO-l-AA


II. UNMISSABLE LAUNCHES

3. Publicity all 
year long

Collector edition
of 1991 published
in November 2021

Franck Thilliez 
on the news 

broadcast on TF1



II. UNMISSABLE LAUNCHES
4. Promotion 

through ebook
platforms



II. UNMISSABLE LAUNCHES
5. Web apps and 

contests

PANDEMIA

Over 32 000 people reached this 
page and unlocked the first 20 

chapters!

REVER

Quiz : What kind of sleeper are you?
The reader can download the missing 
chapter 57 with a code hidden in the 

book.

Over 19 000 people reached this page 
and unlocked 
the chapter!



II. UNMISSABLE LAUNCHES
5. Web apps and 

contests

SHARKO

A limited time to solve as many riddles as 
possible.

Over 19,000 people visited the site and more than 
8,000 people played the game!

THE UNFINISHED MANUSCRIPT

The Unfinished Manuscript has disappeared. But 
the thief likes to play! Start the investigation 

Over 12.000 people played the game!



II. UNMISSABLE LAUNCHES
5. Web apps and 

contests

LUCA

To win signed books and 
download the short story Origins.

Over 12.000 people visited the 
site!

CHARYBDE & SCYLLA

Franck Thilliez invites people to write the 
end of a short text :  Charybde & Scylla.

More than 300 writers!



III. SHORT STORIES AND SPIN OFFS

Short story THE JOURNEY & HOSTILES

• Written originally for the newspaper Le Monde 
• 5 first chapters of PANDEMIA included

• Free from May to September, then sold at 2.99 
EUR including VAT.

Over 40,000 e-books sold

Spin-off SHARKO HENEBELLE, THE COPS 
COUPLE

All you need to know about Franck 
Sharko and Lucie Henebelle, Franck 

Thilliez’s main characters

Over 27,500 e-books sold



III. SHORT STORIES AND SPIN OFFS

Short stories BEYOND THE HORIZON & OTHER 
STORIES

• Welcome in Franck Thilliez’s universe, 
a kingdom of mystery, anticipation, 

science and conspiracy…

158,000 books sold

Short story ORIGINS

Written originally to go along with Luca’s 
publication

11,000 e-books sold

Part of the 2019 ranking of the 10 bestselling books 
at 12-21 Editions. 



IV. PRESS COVERAGE AND MORE
1. Press coverage

1991

And also

“As clever and touching as Thilliez’s previous
books, 1991 reminds us why we love the two
Francks so much, the dark and mysterious
Sharko and the sensitive Thilliez. ”

“As in all his novels, Thilliez does not spare his 
character. He confronts him with terrifying 
experiences and brings him close to death. 
1991 thus appears as a kind of learning novel in 
which the hero will have to survive a whole 
series of trials.”



IV. PRESS COVERAGE AND MORE
2. Press 

coverage all year
long



IV. PRESS COVERAGE AND MORE
3. Press 

coverage – TV 
series



IV. PRESS COVERAGE AND MORE
4. A modern art 

exhibition

The craftsman, the artist, the
detective and the criminal are at
times all driven by the same
obsession for perfection and detail.

The exhibitions Double Je provides
the backdrop for a storyline
specially written by Franck Thilliez
for Palais de Tokyo.

The narrative brings together a
renowned craftsman and one of his
contemporaries, whose immense
talent is overshadowed by his
tormented soul. A mysterious
murder takes place and the plot
thickens when the victim
disappears…

The exhibition not only recreates the
workshop and living spaces of the two
protagonists, but also constitutes the
backdrop of a crime scene. The fruit of a
collaboration between craftsmen and
artists, the furniture and objects featured
have provided the opportunity for
numerous commissions. Together, they
have set the scene of the drama and
provide clues, which invite the visitor to
unravel the plot.

2016 HIGHLIGHT : DOUBLE JE, based on a short novel 
by Franck Thilliez

http://www.palaisdetokyo.com/en/le
-palais-de-tokyo/place-and-history



IV. PRESS COVERAGE AND MORE
4. A modern art 

exhibition

“A succession of fascinating installations […]. By closely
observing
each of the miniscènes, viewers find the key to a mystery plot
devised by writer Franck Thilliez.”

“Considering the original idea that craftsmen, artists and
criminal
all share the same attention to details, the exhibition shows a
dialogue between the disciplines based on a mystery short
novel
written by Franck Thilliez. Exciting!”

And also



IV. PRESS COVERAGE AND MORE
5. Book signings

and festivals

The official Facebook page of the author, 
updated by a dedicated community 

manager and the author.
75.000 members! 

IN FRANCE
Franck Thilliez has sponsored Polar 
festivals in Raimbeaucourt and Sens, 
Festival Sans-Nom in Mulhouse, Les 

Mines Noires in Noeux-les-Mines, 
Festival du Polar in Saint-Laurent-du-

Var
and is supporting debut writers.

ABROAD
Regularly invited in Russia, Spain and Italy. 
He’s been to Rome (Più libri Più liberi book-
fair) where he was interviewed by Sandrone

Dazzieri for the publication of 
Il Manoscritto.



IV. PRESS COVERAGE AND MORE
6. A comic book 
and film writer

OBSESSIONS (France 2, 2010)

ALEX HUGO, LA MORT ET LA BELLE VIE (France 2, 2013)

LIGNE DE MIRE (France 2, 2014)

PUZZLE, 2016
THE NIGHTMARES BRIGADE, 2017 & 2018



V. A committed writer

The Institut Pasteur is a private, non-profit foundation. Its mission is to 
help prevent and treat diseases, mainly those of infectious origin, through 

research, teaching, and public health initiatives.

Franck Thilliez campaigns for encouraging people to donate.



V. A committed writer

From June 1st to June 8th 2020, Franck Thilliez participated to charity auctions
organised by the iconic Hôtel Drouot that is the leading auction place in France.
Earnings have benefitted a solidarity fund for nurses and medical staff.

The lot was composed of the original handwritten last three pages of IL ÉTAIT
DEUX FOIS, as well as a numbered copy of his previous stand-alone, LE
MANUSCRIT INACHEVE (special edition printed on Munken paper).
https://www.drouotonline.com/lots/12720271?actionParam=list&controllerParam=ar
tiste&fromId=&query=&offset=0&max=20

https://www.drouot.com/static/drouot_guide_drouot.html?actionRoute=apropos
https://www.drouot.com/static/drouot_guide_lexique.html?actionRoute=guide
https://www.drouotonline.com/lots/12720271?actionParam=list&controllerParam=artiste&fromId=&query=&offset=0&max=20


VI. Book synopsis – Sharko & Henebelle
TV 

rights 
sold

SYNDROME E 

Can violence be triggered at will?

An anonymous film with a twisted and enigmatic scenario
that deprives of sight those who watch it.

Five corpses found buried with their hands cut off, eyes
and teeth pulled out and skulls cracked.

One and the same affair in fact, thanks to which Detective
Lucie Henebelle and Behavorial Analyst Franck Sharko, so
different and yet so similar in their perception of the job,
will meet.

Their investigations will take them from the shantytowns
of Cairo to orphanages operating in the 1950's in Canada,
on the tracks of an unknown evil that shows we may all be
capable of the worst...

➡ English sample translation available

BRED TO KILL

Evolution is an exception. Extinction is the rule.

A biology student who was working on her thesis about
the relationship between laterality and violence is found
dead. The police discover that, before her death, she had
visited eleven violent criminals in prison - all of whom
were left-handed.

From the Alps to the Amazon, Bred to Kill explores the
origins of violence in DNA and Genetics. A highly
intertwined plot... as is the relationship between Sharko
and Henebelle!

➡ English sample translation available

ATOMKA

There is a frontier between the moment when life ends and
death begins. Some have been there...

A year and a half after the end of Bred to Kill, Detective
Lucie Henebelle and Inspector Franck Sharko live together
and are trying, in vain, to have a baby. But a few days
before Christmas, what is waiting for them is far from the
good news they had been hoping for...

A current events journalist is found frozen to death
trapped in his freezer. His colleague and girlfriend has
gone missing while investigating and visiting the most
polluted areas of the world. Her only trace is her name
scribbled on a piece of paper found on a wandering and
extremely ill child whose organs show signs of premature
aging.

A the same time, a case regarding abducted women
resurfaces

women who were thrown unconscious but alive into near
frozen lakes and rescued in extremis thanks to mysterious
calls to the police.

A double manhunt that will lead the pair to a killer
obsessed by the phenoma of hypothermia and whose
traces bring them to the darkest of all destinations:
Chernobyl and its exclusion zone.

➡ Reader’s report available



VI. Book synopsis – Sharko & Henebelle
TV 

rights 
sold ANGOR

Can the memories of a donor be transmitted to the
recipient of an organ transplant ?

Camille Thibault is a young policewoman who had a heart
transplant and dreams of a woman who seems to call to
her for help. Since she rejects the transplant and knows
she is going to die, she has only one obsession: to find out
who gave her the heart and what horror the donor has
gone through.

In the meantime, Franck Sharko and Lucie Henebelle are
embracing life again as they are the happy parents of twin
boys. Franck is called to investigate on a blind woman
after she spent a long time underground. On every lead
Franck follows, he discovers that another police officer
from the North is two steps ahead of him...

➡ Reader’s report available

PANDEMIA

!! Watch Out !! Viruses surround you!!

Viruses and germs are central in peoples minds and the
epidemics such as plague, flu or recently Ebola are hot
topics.

Sharko & Henebelle team up with scientists from the
Institut Pasteur to track down the invisible while more and
more people fall sick, contagion spreads and Evil in any
form makes progress…

➡ Reader’s report available

SHARKO

"Sharko always compared the first days of an investigation
with a hunting party. They were the hound pack urged on
with the horns, dashing for the prey. Except, this time
Lucie and him were the prey."

Lucie's uncle, a retired cop, has died while investigating
solo on the disappearance of a young girl. He had a
suspect, Ramirez, but never got the chance to confront
him. Lucie decides to go rogue and continue her uncle's
case: she goes to the suspect's house at nightfall. The
place is sordid: the walls of the cellar are covered with
bags full of blood and hideous frescos, piles of objects
prevent from walking, a piercing cry belonging to a
hairless cat eaten away by leeches is echoing. The worst
happens, Lucie is facing the suspect and has no other
choice but shooting her gun.

She confides in Sharko straight away. Ramirez was
obviously not an ordinary man, even a monster. Franck
takes upon himself to create a murder scene fit to the guy
so that their team at the Criminal Police takes over the
case.

Playing a double game, Lucie and Franck will live their
worst experience as cops. And their biggest danger as a
couple.

➡ Reader’s report available



VI. Book synopsis – Sharko & Henebelle

1991

The very first investigation of detective Franck
Sharko…

In December 1991, Franck Sharko has just
graduated from detective school, and starts
working at the 36, quai des Orfèvres. He quickly
realizes that his years of experience dealing with
petty criminals in the North of France won’t be of
help. Here, everything is new to him… On his first
days, Franck is assigned to the archive section. His
mission is to review a case of missing people of
south Paris. Sharko dedicates all his energy to this
investigation, until one night, a man shows up to
the 36; he looks terrified. He possesses the photo
of a woman lying on a bed, her hands are tied up, a
paper bag covers her head. On the back of a photo,
an address… The young detective decides to check
it up, and discovers an awful crime scene beyond
understanding…

The first of many investigations for Franck Sharko,
and yet one he will remember all his life…

TV 
rights 
sold

LUCA

Do we still have a private world that is out of reach of the
GAFAs? /can't be accessed by machine intelligence?

First, an ordinary couple who cannot have children decides
to use the services of a surrogate mother encountered on
an Internet forum. Why does she look so afraid and what
does that mean exactly when she says that “this baby is
special. Preserve your anonymity and he will be safe.”
When the adoptive father is kidnapped with another
woman and their sequestration is broadcast live on the
Internet, light is shed on him... and the baby/the deal is
broken...

Then, a mutilated body is found in a pit in the middle of a
forest. Tattooed on his arm is the exact date and time of a
man's death, on the threshold of the police headquarters.
In his hand, a letter.

At the center of those cases: The Angel, a mysterious
blackmailer who wants to awaken consciences against IA
and the standardization of human thought.

The police will have to start a crazy race against time to
try to save the two prisoners and protect baby Luca. Their
investigation will take them to the heart of unsuspected
and dark networks.

➡ Reader’s report available



VII. Book synopsis – Stand alones

DARKSIDER

Some secrets are shameful, but would you be willing to die
to keep them hidden ?

A man wakes up at the bottom of an abyss, in a hostile
environment with two strangers and his loyal dog as his
only unfortunate companions. He is chained at the wrist,
one of the other two men is chained at the ankle and the
third is free but his head is covered by a horrible mask
that will explode if he moves away from the others.

They will have to push themselves to the limit in order to
understand who brought them there and why. Another
urgent question rapidly arises: how far will they have to go
to survive?

➡ Reader’s report available

PUZZLE

First rule: Nothing you’re about to live is true.

This is a game.

Second rule: One of you will die.

Eight dead bodies are found in a mountain hut, each of
them killed with a screwdriver. 4 months later, Lucas
Chardon, the killer, is found hanged in room 27 of a
psychiatric unit for difficult patients.

Suddenly the phone rings and Ilan Dedisset is surprised to
hear his ex-girlfriend, Chloé. She says she has found the
entrance to Paranoïa, a mythic role-play that every
treasure hunter is looking for, but which rules are
unknown.

After a disturbing selection process, Ilan and Chloé,
together with 6 other candidates, are gathered in a mental
hospital isolated in the mountains that is very similar to
Ilans nightmare.

The game starts, candidates playing alone or against each
other, going through the game challenge by challenge. Two
players soon disappear although no corpse is found. Hour
after hour, night after night, the plot thickens: how did Ilan
dream of a place he’s never been to? Where does fiction
starts? What is reality?

➡ English sample translation and reader’s report available

Movie adaptation PLAY OR DIE available.

Film 
rights 
sold

Film 
rights 
sold



VII. Book synopsis – Stand alones

Film 
rights 
sold

DREAMING

For most people, dreaming stops at the end of the
night.

Abigaël is a single mother and a leading psychologist,
much sought after in criminal cases for her expertise
even if she suffers from a severe case of narcolepsy:
she falls asleep anywhere and confuses reality and
dreams. For some months now, she has been helping
the police on the case of Freddy who has already
kidnapped three children and has sworn to take
another one.

Nine months after the beginning of this investigation,
her father, a retired customs officer, insists to take
her and her daughter on a weekend away. What was
supposed to be a family trip turns into a nightmare, as
her father and daughter die. She is the only one who
survived but has no recollection of what happened.

How come she has been found close to the destroyed
car with only a few scratches? What secret was her
father hiding when he insisted to get away for the
weekend? Can she blindly trust people around her?
Was her daughter supposed to be the next name on
Freddy's list?

So many mysteries and questions she will have to
resolve to find out the very truth.

➡ English sample translation available

THE UNFINISHED MANUSCRIPT

A manuscript without an end, an investigation without
a corpse, a body without a face.

Near the Swiss border, the police chase a car which
ends up in a ravine. What they found in the boot is
appalling: the corpse of a young woman,

face flayed, eyes enucleated and hands cut off. The
CCTV of the gas station, where the car was last seen,
is ominous: the car was stolen right there and the
driver who died was not the owner. Vic, a
hyperemesis, and his colleague Vadim are put in
charge of the case.

In Paris, Léane Morgan is promoting her new book.
Under the pen-name Enaël Miraure, she is the
bestselling author of gruesome thrillers. Despite the
many questions of journalists who want to know what
she has been through to write such books, she has
always been secretive. She cannot talk about her
marriage which collapsed when her daughter was
abducted four years ago. Jullian, her husband, never
let go and to this day he is still looking for hints that
their girl is alive.

When she receives a call telling her that Jullian has
been injured and has lost his memories, Léane comes
back to their house and discovers that her husband
had find new clues. But without his memories, she
has to face alone the truth.

➡ Reader’s report available



VII. Book synopsis – Stand alones
Film 

rights 
sold TWICE UPON A TIME

“Somewhere, someone knows something…”

In 2008, in a small town in the mountains, lieutenant
Gabriel Moscato is desperately looking for his
daughter, who disappeared a month ago. He searches
all the establishments that could have had hosted
strangers. He leads a thorough investigation, that
takes him to the Cliff Hotel. He settles in room 29,
second floor, with the register. Gabriel carefully reads
every page, before falling asleep.

Suddenly, he is awakened by muffled sounds. When
he gets closer to the window, and realizes that it’s
raining dead birds. And he is now in room 7, on the
ground floor of the hotel. Gabriel goes to the
reception, where he learns that we are in 2020, and
that it’s been 12 years that his daughter has
disappeared…

➡ English sample translation and Reader’s report
available

LABYRINTHS

The intertwined destinies of five women…

A scene of pure madness in a cottage. The face of the
victim was beaten up with a poker. And the main
suspect of this atrocity is suffering from a peculiar
amnesia. Camille Nijinski, who is investigating the
case, needs to understand this sudden loss of
memory, but the psychiatrist with whom she works
reveals that his patient has spoken to him. Before
forgetting everything, she confided her story to him. A
long and complex story. Without doubt the most
extraordinary story that Camille will hear in her entire
career...


